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Abstract: Due to the non-standardization and complexity of the farmland environment, Global Navigation Satellite System 

(GNSS) navigation signal may be affected by the tree shade, and visual navigation is susceptible to winged insect and mud, 

which makes the navigation information of the plant phenotype detection robot unreliable.  To solve this problem, this study 

proposed a multi-sensor information fusion intelligent navigation algorithm based on dynamic credibility evaluation.  First, 

three navigation methods were studied: GNSS and Inertial Navigation System (INS) deep coupling navigation, depth 

image-based visual navigation, and maize image sequence navigation.  Then a credibility evaluation model based on a deep 

belief network was established, which used dynamically updated credibility to intelligently fuse navigation results to reduce 

data fusion errors and enhance navigation reliability.  At last, the algorithm was loaded on the plant phenotype detection robot 

for experimental testing in the field.  The result shows that the navigation error is 2.7 cm and the navigation effect of the 

multi-sensor information fusion method is better than that of the single navigation method in the case of multiple disturbances.  

The multi-sensor information fusion method proposed in this study uses the credibility model of the deep belief network to 

perform navigation information fusion, which can effectively solve the problem of reliable navigation of the plant phenotype 

detection robot in the complex environment of farmland, and has important application prospects. 
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1  Introduction

 

The combination of intelligent navigation technology and 

agricultural machinery has improved agricultural farming methods.  

In terms of agricultural machinery navigation, Global Navigation 

Satellite System (GNSS) navigation[1], inertial navigation[2], visual 

navigation[3], Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR)[4], and other 

navigation methods are popular nowadays.  Many related studies 

have confirmed the feasibility of these algorithms in farmland[5].  

The GNSS navigation method has stable positioning data and 

accurate navigation in a wide and standardized area[6,7], but its 

signal is susceptible to the interference of the surrounding 

environment in a complex environment, which affects the 

positioning effect[8].  In addition, the Inertial Navigation System 

(INS) has a delay in the actual operation process[9,10], and there is 

accumulated navigation in long-term operation, so the GNSS 

system and the INS system are often used in combination.  Miguel 

et al.[11] conducted localization methods for autonomous vehicles to 

improve laser information to enhance the accuracy of LiDAR and 
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GNSS/INS combined positioning system and make up for part of 

the outdoor environment limitations of GNSS/INS combined 

navigation.  Although it can improve positioning accuracy but 

significantly increases the cost.  Because the hardware of visual 

navigation is low cost and the algorithm is diversified, the excellent 

visual algorithm can achieve high recognition accuracy in a 

suitable environment.  Kovacs et al.[12] proposed a space hopping 

robot navigation method based on monocular vision, which can 

realize the accurate estimation of the hopping distance.  However, 

the actual farmland operating environment is complex and 

unpredictable, such as uneven field surface, vibration, winged 

insect, and dust, etc., which affect the acquisition of visual 

information.  Therefore, an auxiliary algorithm is generally added 

to the visual algorithm in the practical application to ensure the 

stability of the actual work.  Ma et al.[13] proposed an autonomous 

navigation algorithm for wolfberry orchard based on visual cues 

and fuzzy control to achieve high precision, good robustness, and 

real-time performance, which made up for errors caused by single 

visual navigation that may be based on jitter, etc. LiDAR is widely 

used in farmland navigation because it can scan the surrounding 

environment to obtain distance information quickly and 

conveniently with little computation, but the cost is relatively high.  

Velasquez et al.[14] developed the maize crop reactive navigation 

system based on the front LiDAR sensor combined with H∞ robust 

controller, which experimental results showed that the proposed 

navigation system can control the robot’s displacement between 

crop rows.  In addition to conventional navigation methods, new 

navigation methods are also being studied.  Huang et al.[15] 

proposed an evaluation positioning and orientation system based on 

sound signals.  Experiments have obtained high positioning and 
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orientation accuracy in the greenhouse, indicating that this 

spread-spectrum sound-based system has the potential to be 

deployed on small distributed greenhouse robots, but the 

application in outdoor fields requires further research and 

application verification.  

As a matter of fact, in the actual complex conditions of the 

agricultural field, all the sensors have the possibility of short-time 

huge error or even failure.  The accuracy of the GNSS navigation 

technology is affected by agricultural machine tilt angle, 

meteorological conditions, and satellite information intensity.  

The agricultural machine tilt is randomly caused by changeable 

cropland bump and soil fluidity.  And the stability of the GNSS 

signal is vulnerable to meteorological conditions and tree shades.  

What’s more, it may be temporarily interrupted in the case of 

sudden thunderstorms and dense shade[16], etc.  So, the inertial 

navigation technology is used to compensate GNSS because of its 

short-time high precision navigation capability, but the navigation 

accuracy is easily affected by the shaking caused by the strong 

vibration of agricultural machinery and the bumpy field surface.  

The visual navigation method is suitable for any complex and 

changeable environment based on powerful algorithms with low 

cost but the sensor may be covered by wing insects and bugs which 

will lead to navigation error or even failure.  So, the information 

of the short-time failure sensors used for field navigation should be 

ignored during the period of failure, otherwise, it will lead to huge 

errors.  

Be aimed at hereat, multi-sensor information fusion methods 

for agricultural machinery navigation in farmland environments 

have been proposed aiming at improving navigation accuracy using 

low-cost sensors and information fusion algorithms.  Mahmud et 

al.[17] integrated the camera and GPS receiver on a small 

autonomous field mobile detection robot independently developed 

to obtain autonomous full-coverage crop field information.  The 

experiment showed that the fusion navigation technology can 

realize the reconnaissance mission of crops and soil and minimize 

the impact of robots on farmland.  Jasinski et al.[18] proposed the 

concept of autonomous robots for seeding and wide-row planting 

and based on the data of multiple sensors (camera, position, and 

distance) to realize autonomous walking and job detection in 

farmland.  Alberto-Rodriguez et al.[19] mentioned a smart tractor 

equipped with sensors and cameras, which intelligently established 

the most effective route based on terrain and obstacles.  Aghi et 

al.[20] proposed a low-cost, low-power local exercise planner, which 

was based on RGB-D cameras, low-range hardware, and 

double-layer controls.  Combined with the deep learning model, it 

can intelligently switch the use of algorithms to realize the 

autonomous and accurate navigation of the exerciser in the 

vineyard.  The existed intelligent navigation research, as described 

in Reference [21], shows that the multi-sensor combined with an 

information fusion algorithm can improve navigation precision 

effectively at a low hardware cost.  Unfortunately, most of the 

existed multi-sensor information fusion navigation algorithms have 

fixed weight values and thresholds which lead to poor work quality 

or even danger in the unstructured agricultural field.  

To overcome the short-time dynamic error of different sensors 

caused by complex environments in farmland, this study proposes 

an intelligent navigation algorithm based on dynamic reliability 

assessment which is also verified by a plant phenotype detection 

robot in the maize field.  The method combines a variety of 

navigation sensors such as GNSS, INS, RGB-D imaging by 

adjusting the weight values dynamically according to the credibility 

of each sensor to make up for the defects of every single sensor 

detection, aiming at realizing the accurate navigation of farmland 

operation.  

2  Materials and methods 

2.1  Framework of platform and algorithm 

The platform used in the study for algorithm study is a plant 

phenotypic detection robot with a variable structure developed by 

the laboratory of the authors’ team, which has a unique “zero 

turning radius” design that can be applied in the narrow workspace 

and variable crop rows flexibly, shown in Figure 1a.  The depth 

camera (Intel RealSense D435, 1280×720 pixels resolution, 

0.28-10.00 m effective range, made by Intel Corporation, USA), 

Huatest CGI-410 integrated navigation system (Network RTK 

coupled with INS, Precision 10 mm, made by Shanghai Huace 

Navigation Technology Ltd., China) and an industrial computer 

(64-bit, Win 10 operating system, 16 GB memory, dual-core 

processor Intel Core i5-4200H) were installed in the robot, as 

shown in Figure 1.  
 

 
a. Plant phenotypic detection robot 

 

  
b. Intel D435 c. GNSS signal receiver 

 

Figure 1  The platform and sensors of plant phenotypic detection 

robot 
 

Due to intermittent failures such as short-term loss of GNSS 

signal sources, unstable INS affected by jitter, or short-term camera 

signal failure caused by strong light and other reasons will occur 

during the long-term operation of the sensors, which directly lead 

to large navigation error or even failure.  For this matter, an 

intelligent navigation technology based on dynamic credibility 

evaluation was proposed for improving the stability and robustness 

of the traditional navigation methods.  

Firstly, GNSS/INS integrated navigation based on deep 

coupling was employed to overcome short-time satellite signal loss 

caused by tree shade or severe weather.  Depth images of crops 

were applied for crop row navigation to reduce green weed 

interference.  Matching feature points of the image sequence was 

used to reduce the calculation amount for fast navigation.  

Second, the credibility of each sensor was calculated by the 

credibility model based on the deep belief network, then input to 

the multi-sensor information fusion model together with the 

navigation information of all the sensors.  To reduce or even zero 

the weight of the error navigation information source to avoid great 

deviation and make the data fusion result more reliable.  The 

overall frame diagram is shown in Figure 2. 
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Note: GNSS: Global Navigation Satellite System; INS: Inertial 

Navigation System. 

Figure 2  The overall frame diagram of intelligent navigation 

algorithm 
 

2.2  GNSS/INS integrated navigation based on deep coupling 

Because of parallel rows of maize seedlings in the field, 

although row distance varies with maize varieties and planting 

strategies, navigation along the maize seeding row is the main task 

during phenotypic detection in the field.  So, the popular 

navigation approach of GNSS/INS integrated navigation was 

employed.  To make full use of the navigation performance of 

GNSS and INS, the deep coupling method was utilized to improve 

the integrated navigation of GNSS/INS compared with the 

traditional loose coupling method[22].  The principle diagram of 

the deep coupling method is shown in Figure 3. 

As shown in Figure 3, the satellite receiver receives the signal 

through the antenna, and then the satellite ephemeris calculates the 

pseudo-range and doppler frequency shift of these original signals.  

The velocity and position of the robot are calculated by the INS 

solving unit to predict the values of the pseudo-range and Doppler 

frequency shift combined with the values calculated by the satellite 

ephemeris.  The predicted values and the measured values of 

pseudo-range and Doppler frequency shift are subtracted to obtain 

the calculation error after the data fusion filter.  Finally, the 

optimal estimate values of velocity and position are obtained by 

subtracting the calculated errors of INS from the calculated values 

of INS.  

 
Note: “+” and “−” on the line in the figure indicate the positive and negative of the signal, and “+” in the circle indicates the signal superimposition process. 

Figure 3  Schematic diagram of the deep coupling 
 

To achieve a stable and reliable filtering effect, the Kalman 

filter was selected as the data fusion filter.  The filtering algorithm 

can realize the optimal estimation of discrete-time linear systems 

which is widely used in many fields of signal processing.  Kalman 

filtering has two main steps for data fusion filtering including 

prediction and correction.  Firstly, the measurement prediction 

quantity of the next moment is derived through the system state 

equation according to the previous state quantity, and then the 

actual measured value is used to adjust the predicted value.  

In the deep-coupled navigation system[23], the equation of state 

of the system is 

/ 1 1 / 1 1 1k k k k k k k kx        x Β e w
           

(1) 

where, xk is the state vector for the k state; Ψk/k−1 is the state 

transition matrix; Bk/k−1 presents the input relational matrix; wk−1 is 

the noise vector; ek−1 is the external input vector.  For the deep 

coupling system, the value ek−1 is generally negligible and 

considered to be 0.  The measurement equation of the system is 

yk = Hkxk + vk                    (2) 

where, yk represents the observation and measurement of the 

system; Hk refers to the observation matrix of the system; vk 

represents the measurement noise vector.  In this system, the 

observed measurement is obtained by subtracting the predicted 

value of pseudo-range and Doppler frequency shift from that of 

measured residual value, shown as the following equations: 
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The measurement matrix Hk can be obtained from the above 

equation. 
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2.3  Line recognition and navigation of maize crops based on 

depth vision 

Based on the depth image obtained by the depth camera, the 

maize plants can be effectively distinguished in a pure green 

environment or an environment with a wide variety of weeds[24].  

First, the acquired depth image and color image are converted into 

the same coordinate system, and then the maize plant images are 

segmented by edge features after denoising processing.  Then the 

target maize seedlings are used to create a fitting navigation line, 

and the actual navigation angle will be obtained by conversion and 

calculation at the same time to realize visual navigation.  The  
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complete algorithm flow chart is shown in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4  Flow chart of RGB-D algorithm 

2.3.1  Align 

Since the imaging center points of the depth images and the 

RGB images are different, so deviation or even errors will be 

caused if the depth image is directly used for navigation 

processing[25].  Therefore, aligning the process of depth image and 

RGB image is needed to transfer them into the same coordinate 

system before navigation angle calculation.  First, restore the 

two-dimensional coordinate pixel point Pd
u,v to the spatial point dcP  

in the depth coordinate system.  

 1
,
d

dc d u vP Z P K                   (10) 

where, Kd is the depth camera parameter matrix; Z is the depth 

value.  Then obtain the Euclidean transformation matrix transformed 

from dcP  to space point ccP  in the color map coordinate system. 
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where, Tw2c is the external parameter matrix of the world 

coordinate system to the color coordinate system; Tw2d is the 

external parameter matrix of the world coordinate system to depth 

coordinate system; Td2c is the external parameter matrix of depth 

coordinate system to color coordinate system.  Finally, map ccP  

to the color plane Z=1 to complete the alignment. 

, ( / )c
u v c ccP K P z                  (13) 

where, Kc is the parameter moment of the depth camera; ccP /z is 

normalized by the z-axis, that is, the three-axis coordinates of the 

point are divided by the z value. 

The depth information is displayed in a pseudo-color because it 

is inconvenient for naked-eye observation.  In this study, a clear 

indoor outline was selected for illustration because the alignment 

outline of maize seedlings in the field is less obvious.  The depth 

information displayed on the color image is shown in Figure 5, 

which matches well with the color image. 
 

 
Figure 5  Image example after aligning the color map with the 

depth map 

2.3.2  Denoising 

The depth camera was installed directly below the plant 

phenotype detection robot for acquiring depth images.  Since the 

image is affected by external factors such as hardware equipment 

and environmental conditions during image acquisition, filters such 

as grayscale, Butterworth filtering, Average filtering, Median 

filtering, and Homomorphic filtering were applied for evaluating 

the filtering effects. 

The filtering effect of different filter various a lot shown in 

Figure 6.  The classic Butterworth high pass filter can magnify the 

detailed edge information, but darken the whole image overall, 

moreover, the edge information in the dark area is weakened, 

shown in Figure 6c.  The average filter can denoise the image 

effectively but blur the image, the edge features were reduced, 

shown in Figure 6d.  Homomorphic filtering is a method to 

compress the image brightness range and enhance the image 

contrast at the same time in the frequency domain which can solve 

the problem of additive noise flexibly.  In Figure 6e, it can 

enhance the edge information in the dark area distinctly but darken 

the whole image and weaken the edge information in the bright 

area.  Median filtering is a nonlinear technique that can protect the 

edge details of the image well while removing the noise and is 

suitable for eliminating the random noise in the target image.  It is 

used in many fields widely, e.g., image enhancing and restoration.  

As shown in Figure 6f, compared with the grayscale image, the 

processed image has an obvious noise elimination effect, and the 

edge information is refined without loss, and the edge details in the 

dark image can be completely retained.  So, the Median Filter was 

selected for denoising by comparing the denoising effects of the 

above algorithms. 
 

  
a. Original b. Grayscale 

  
c. Butterworth filtering d. Average filtering 

  
e. Homomorphic filtering f. Median filtering 

Figure 6  Comparison of different filtering methods 
 

2.3.3  Navigation line extraction 

After the image denoising, the appropriate method should be 

selected to obtain the seedling features.  Due to the depth images 

of seedlings are significantly different from that of weeds and other 

backgrounds compared with a color image, the navigation line is 

extracted using a depth image[26,27].  The edge extraction 

algorithms such as Sobel, Roberts, Prewitt, Canny, and Log were 

selected for comparing extraction effects.  The processing effect 

comparison of classical edge operators such as Sobel edge 
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detection operator[28], Roberts edge detection operator[29], Prewitt 

edge detection operator[30], Log edge detection operator[31], and 

Canny edge detection operator[32] is shown in Figure 7.  Among 

these detection operators, the processing results of Sobel edge 

operator, Roberts edge operator, and Prewitt edge operator show 

good continuity of edge features, less noise in the figure, and 

obvious and detailed edge features, but less obvious edge 

information in the original figure is lost and the edge information is 

not complete; Canny edge operator extracted a large range of edge 

information because the algorithm smoothed the image in its 

calculation, shown in Figure 7e.  The content of edge information 

detected by the Log edge operator has more noise points, but is 

relatively complete with good continuity, in Figure 7f.  So, the 

Log operator was selected for navigation line extraction and 

followed by further filtering to obtain the optimal effect. 
 

  
a. Original b. Sobel 

  
c. Roberts d. Prewitt 

  
e. Canny f. Log 

Figure 7  Comparison of different edge operators 
 

LOG edge extraction is mainly divided into three steps, 

filtering, enhancement, and detection[31].  First, use a 

two-dimensional Gaussian filter G(x, y) to smoothly convolve (*) 

the image α(x, y) to obtain a smooth image I(x, y). 
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Then use Laplacian ∇ 2 to obtain the second-order directional 

derivative image N(x, y) of I(x, y). 
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where, ∇ 2G(x, y) is the LOG edge, extraction operator.  

Finally, use ∇ 2G(x, y) to perform a convolution operation on 

the original gray image, and extract the zero-crossing point as the 

edge point.  Since the LOG operator is sensitive to noise, 

supplementary filtering is usually used in the process to solve the 

problem of accompanying noise in the extraction of edges.  

After obtaining the complete outlines of the maize seedlings, 

the center points are fitted into a line to create the target navigation 

line.  Part test results are shown in Figure 8, which shows good 

accuracy. 

 
    a. Test chart 1    b. Test chart 2 

 

Figure 8  Examples of Depth visual navigation recognition 

diagram 
 

2.3.4  Deviation angle calculation 

Because of the visual angle distortion caused by the camera, 

there was a visual error between the deviation angle in the image 

with the actual deviation angle, so the image deviation angle could 

not be identified as the deviation angle directly.  To solve the 

problem, the proportional substitution method was adopted to 

convert the direction angle θ' of the image into the actual direction 

angle θ.  The basic principle is shown in Figure 9. 

 
a. Schematic diagram of actual deviation angle 

 
b. Schematic diagram of image deviation angle 

Figure 9  Schematic diagram of angle conversion 
 

According to the principle of the diagram, the direction angle 

conversion equation can be obtained as:  

 θ = θ'·k                     (17) 

where, k is the conversion proportional coefficient. 

The test method is applied to obtain the conversion 

proportional coefficient k.  Fix the test angle firstly and then get 

the measurement value many times and calculate the average value 

θ0′ θ0′ to obtain a reliable fixed conversion proportionality 

coefficient k according to Equation (18). During testing, the actual 

angle θ0=45° was selected. 

 
0

0

k
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2.4  Image sequence navigation 

For the complex farmland environment, a large error of 

navigation angle may occur only based on depth visual navigation 

because of high weeds, low maize seedling and camera shaking 

while image sampling.  To reduce the probability error mentioned 

above, a navigation algorithm based on image sequence matching 

is proposed.  Extract the depth images from continuous frames of 

the video stream, followed by identifying the same feature points of 
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a seedling, and then calculate the displacement and direction of the 

robot to realize visual navigation.  The complete algorithm flow 

chart is shown in Figure 10. 

 
Figure 10  Image sequence navigation algorithm 

 

2.4.1  Feature point extraction 

Many computer vision algorithms use feature detection as the 

initial step, so there are a lot of feature detectors.  Different 

feature detectors vary greatly in feature detection type, 

computational complexity, and repeatability.  Currently, several 

popular feature detectors such as SIFT algorithm[33], SURF 

algorithm[34], ORB algorithm[35], and so on are used in different 

domains.  Therefore, the same two consecutive images were 

employed to evaluate the performance of these algorithms to select 

the suitable one for navigation.  The comparison results are shown 

below in Table 1 and Figure 11.  
 

Table 1  Comparison of three feature matching methods 

Type Match time/s Image distance Deviation angle/(°) 

SURF 0. 1398 15. 1235 6. 7345 

SIFT 8. 0654 11. 7763 5. 3856 

ORB 0. 1918 13. 535 7. 7117 
 

In terms of time SIFT algorithm takes the most time 

consuming, more than 8 s, followed by ORB and SURF algorithms 

only using 0.1918 s and 0.1398 s.  For the performance, SIFT 

algorithm has the best matching precision than that of other 

algorithms.  The Deviation angles of SIFT, SURF, and ORB 

algorithms are 5.3856°, 6.7345°, and 7.7117°, respectively.  So 

SURF algorithm was selected on comprehensive consideration of 

time consumption and matching precision. 
 

 
a. ORB match result 

 

 
b. SIFT match result 

 

 
c. SURF match result 

Note: Corresponding matched feature points connected in the two images of different frames. More parallel connection lines indicate higher accurate point detection. 

Figure 11  Match results of three feature matching methods 
 

2.4.2  Deflection angle calculation 

The SURF feature descriptor is used to describe the feature 

points, then threshold matching is performed with the feature 

descriptor of the processed image of the previous frame, and a 

dozen groups of feature points with the closest features are retained 

as the effective feature point pair of this algorithm.  According to 

the coordinates of the effective feature point pairs, as shown in 

Figure 12, the image distance y and the image deviation angle φ' of 

the two images can be calculated.  The plus or minus sign of the 

calculated value can be used to indicate the steering direction is left 

or right to realize positioning and navigation. 

For a pair of feature points T(x1, y1) and T'(x2, y2) that are 

successfully matched in two consecutive images, the image 

distance y represents the moving distance and φ′ represents the 
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deviation angle of movement. 
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When the value φ′ is positive, it indicates that the robot body is 

steering to the right side, and the negative value shows the robot is 

steering to the left side; if the value φ′ is 0, it indicates that the body 

is moving stably without deviation.  So, the calculated value φ′ 

can be used as the steering angle φ of the robot (Figure 13). 

 
Note: T(x1, y1) and T'(x2, y2) are a pair of feature points that are successfully 

matched in two consecutive images. 

Figure 12  Plane diagram of image deflection angle 
 

 

a. Vehicle body diagram 
 

b. Image and vehicle angle 

Figure 13  Conversion of vehicle migration angle and image 

migration angle 
 

2.5  Dynamic prediction of sensor reliability 

Because of the complexity and changeability of field working 

conditions such as uneven ground, shaded by a tree or insect, tall 

seedlings, or weeds, the sensors may occur short-duration failure 

during working.  To avoid short time failure of sensors, the Deep 

Belief Network (DBN) was introduced to calculate the credibility 

of each sensor, as shown in Figure 14, for further sensor 

information fusion. 

 

Note: RBM: Restricted Boltzmann Machine; BP: Back Propagation; DBN: Deep 

Belief Network, the same as below. 

Figure 14  The structure of the DBN model used for credibility 
 

2.5.1  Deep belief network model 

The main component of the Deep Belief Network is the  

Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM)[36,37].  As shown in Figure 

15, a purely restricted Boltzmann machine can be regarded as an 

undirected graph model, where H is the hidden layer and can be 

regarded as a feature extractor; W is a bidirectional connection 

matrix; V is visible Floor. 

 
Note: Wij represents the directed connection matrix between the explicit layer 

node i and the hidden layer node j. 

Figure 15  The simple schematic diagram of RBM model structure 
 

Suppose a restricted Boltzmann machine has m explicit layer 

nodes and n hidden layer nodes, and the vector v represents the 

state of the explicit layer node, and the vector h represents the 

hidden layer node[38].  The energy definition of the system is 
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In the above equation, { , , }i j ija b W   are the parameters that 

restrict the Boltzmann machine, and they are all real numbers.  

Among them, the variable ai is the bias of the explicit layer node i, 

the variable bj is the bias of the hidden layer node j, and the 

variable Wij represents the directed connection matrix between the 

explicit layer node i and the hidden layer node j.  The joint 

probability distribution of (v, h) can be obtained based on the above 

energy equation as follows: 
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where, ( )Z   is the normalization factor, or the partition function. 

When using a restricted Boltzmann machine, in general, the 

log-likelihood of the restricted Boltzmann machine for this data is 

the most direct evaluation criterion for the learning effect.  

However, due to the normalization factor ( )Z  , it is not possible 

to solve the log-likelihood directly, so other methods need to be 

selected to evaluate the learning effect of the RBM, to know the 

reliability of the neuron.  And the reconstruction error method was 

adopted to evaluate RBM because it has little calculation overhead, 

is a simple algorithm, easy to implement, and can evaluate the 

likelihood of limiting the Boltzmann machine.  The steps are as 

follows (Where ||v|| is the first or second-order paradigm):  

1) Initialization error: Er=0; 

2) Cycle (all v(t), t∈{1, 2, 3, …, T}); 

3) Calculate the conditional probability distribution ( , | )P h v  , 

and extract h∈{0, 1} from ( , | )P h v  ; 

4) Calculate the conditional probability distribution ( ', | )P v h  , 

and extract v'∈{0, 1} from ( ', | )P v h  ; 

5) Er
(t)=||v′−v(t)||; 

6) Perform the above operations on all the input training 

samples, and finally return the total reconstruction error 

( )

1

T
t

t

Er Er


 . 

A deep belief network can be trained by both supervised and 

unsupervised methods[39].  Unsupervised training has low training 

data requirements but low precision.  Supervised training has 

good precision but the training dataset is difficult to obtain.  To 
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give consideration to the accuracy and facilitate the acquisition of 

the data training set simultaneously, a navigation dataset tagging 

method based on the variance of continuously measured data was 

proposed.  The navigation data used was obtained during field 

testing.  For the collected data of each sensor, the latest data with 

the length of n are defined as a group by the sliding window, then 

the variance of this group is calculated as the variance of the n-th 

data according to Equation (24), in which the variance from the 

first data to the (n-1)th data is negligible for calculation.   
2 2 2

1 22 ( ) ( ) ( )nm m m

n

  


     


      

(24) 

where, ω2 is the value of the variance; θi refers to the i-th 

consecutive navigation data returned by the navigation system; n is 

the amount of data selected by variance evaluation and m 

represents the average of this set of data. 

The variance calculated by each sensor is normalized and 

processed as the output of DBN training data, as shown in Figure 

16, and the training set is constructed. 

 
Figure 16  DBN training data acquisition flow chart 

 

The main construction steps of the above DBN-based credibility 

model are as follows: 

1) Establish RBM; 

2) Choose a training method and convert the RBM into a neural 

network; 

3) Obtain the hidden layer h transformed by RBM and use it to 

train the next layer; 

4) Train all RBMs to meet the minimum reconstruction error; 

5) Create a new multi-layer neural network and configure the 

results obtained by RBM initialization into the network; 

6) Retrain the entire multilayer neural network to get the final 

model. 

After completing the establishment of the above-mentioned 

DBN credibility model, 2000 training datasets and 1000 testing 

datasets were employed for model training and evaluation.  The 

results show that the percentage of data with an error of less than 5% 

was 88.2% and 86.9%, respectively.  The average time 

consumption is about 0.4 ms.  The actual operation results show 

that it can meet the needs of field navigation of the plant phenotype 

detection robot, which proves the credibility model is reasonable and 

effective. 

2.5.2  Multi-sensor information fusion model 

The specific flow chart of the information fusion algorithm 

based on the credibility model is shown in Figure 17. 

GNSS/INS combined navigation data, depth vision navigation 

data, and image sequence navigation data input to the above DBN 

credibility model and the real-time credibility ηi, i∈(1, 3) of these 

three kinds of data can be obtained respectively.  Different 

treatments are taken on the data according to the value of different 

credibility.  The data flow channel will be directly closed when the 

credibility is less than 50%, and the data flow will be temporarily 

masked.  When the credibility value is greater than the specified 

threshold, the data flow channel will be immediately restored and 

the real-time monitoring will be switched on to ensure data 

reliability.  When the credibility is within the credible range, it is 

substituted into Equation (25) to obtain the final navigation data τ of 

information fusion. 

1 1 2 2 3 3

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
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Figure 17  Three kinds of navigation information fusion flowchart 

3  Experiments 

The experimental platform was a plant phenotype detection 

variable structure robot developed by the lab and the experiment 

was carried out in a meadow of Nanjing Agricultural University.  

In this study, the computer employed for the maize seedling line 

navigation was configured as follows: 64-bit Windows 10 

operating system, 16 GB memory, and a two-core processor Intel(R) 

Core(TM) i5-4200H central processing unit (CPU) @ 2.80 GHz.  

The proposed algorithm was tested on MATLAB 2018b platform.  

In the experiment, the robot traveled along the lines of the maize 

seedling rows and each navigation method such as GNSS/INS, 

depth image navigation, image sequence navigation, and the 

multi-sensor information fusion navigation was tested for 

comparing the performance.  The experimental phenotyping robot 

and travel route are shown in Figure 18. 

 
Figure 18  Experimental phenotyping robot and travel route 

During the experiment, the camera was installed directly under 

the center of the robot for sampling the image of seedlings under 

the robot and at the same time to avoid uneven illumination caused 

by direct sunlight on plants, as shown in Figure 19a.  Figure 19b 

shows the installation location of the signal receiver of the GNSS 

system.  One receiver is responsible for orientation and the other 

for positioning.  The two receivers were installed on the same 
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horizontal line with a certain distance for good location accuracy.  

Moreover, the camera was located in the center of the two receivers 

which is the physical center of the robot for matching the centers of 

different navigation devices, shown in Figure 19c.  The moving 

trajectory such as the straight line and turning line of the 

phenotyping robot is shown in Figure 20. 

Three experiments were carried out for testing the navigation 

effects under different working conditions.  The first experiment 

tested the navigation effects of each navigation approach and that of 

the multi-sensor information fusion method.  The second 

experiment was conducted to evaluate the navigation effect of the 

multi-sensor fusion method by intermittent sheltering of antenna 

signals with metal plates for creating GNSS navigation 

discontinuous failure.  The third experiment aimed to assess the 

navigation effect of the multi-sensor fusion method by blocking the 

camera occasionally for making camera failure. 

The experimental results are shown in Figure 21, and the 

corresponding credibility data is shown in Figure 22.  Combined 

with the data in Table 2, it can be seen that the maximum error of 

only visual navigation is 8.3 cm, and the average error is 4.13 cm; 

the maximum error of only GNSS/INS integrated navigation is 

6.2 cm, and the average error is 3.78 cm.  In comparison, the 

maximum error of the proposed multi-sensor information fusion 

navigation is 4.9 cm, the average error is only 2.7 cm, which is better 

than that of the above single navigation algorithm. 

In the application of the proposed multi-sensor information 

fusion navigation approach, the short-term signal lost efficacy 

caused by the occlusion of some sensors by surrounding trees or 

other influences was artificially simulated.  Figure 21b and Figure 

21c indicate that the usage of multi-sensor information fusion 

navigation can compensate for the short-term signal interruption 

caused by one navigation signal temporarily failure. 
 

   

a. Depth camera b. GNSS receiver c. The center 
Figure 19  Partial details of the plant phenotype detection robot 

   
a. First line b. Bend c. Second line 

Figure 20  Detailed map of the experimental route 

 
a. Comparison of multiple experiments and tests b. GNSS signal occlusion experiment c. Visual signal occlusion experiment 

 

Figure 21  Error analysis diagram of experimental results of three methods 
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a. Multi-sensor information fusion experiment 

 
b. GNSS signal occlusion experiment 

 
c. Visual signal occlusion experiment 

Figure 22  Credibility analysis diagram of experimental results of 

three methods 
 

Table 2  Comparison of different navigation results 

Type 
Maximum 

error/cm 

Positioning 

time/ms 

Average 

error/cm 

GNSS/INS navigation 10.0 108.000 3.78 

Depth visual navigation 8.3 40.325 4.13 

Image sequence navigation 12.6 35.504 8.83 

Multi-sensor information fusion navigation 4.9 186.000 2.70 
 

In Figure 22b and Figure 22c, it can be seen clearly that the 

evaluation of the reliability of the sensors made by the dynamic 

evaluation unit works well and the sensor failure can be reflected.  

The comparative experimental results prove that the proposed 

multi-sensor information fusion navigation algorithm is reasonable 

and effective, which can meet the needs of autonomous navigation 

operations of the plant phenotype detection robot in the maize field. 

4  Conclusions 

This study aimed at improving the reliability of autonomous 

navigation of a plant phenotype detection robot in the field for 

maize seedling phenotyping detection in complicated working 

conditions.  Aiming at the intermittent, short-term, and uncertain 

failure of a single sensor unit, an intelligent navigation algorithm 

based on multi-sensor information fusion is proposed.  The robot 

visual navigation method based on depth images can realize maize 

seedling row extraction for real-time visual navigation in the 

complex farmland environment, with an average time consumption 

of 40 ms; frame detection on the video stream to achieve position 

matching of consecutive frames, thereby obtaining the robot 

movement displacement, with the average matching time is    
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35.5 ms; real-time acquisition of GNSS/INS integrated navigation 

data, and navigation parameter conversion to achieve reliable 

navigation, under normal circumstances, the navigation accuracy is 

within 5 cm.  The reliability model based on DBN was tested on 

the testing set, and the accuracy reaches 86.9%.  Experimental 

results demonstrate that using the DBN reliability model, the 

navigation error can be reduced to less than 2.7 cm by ignoring big 

error sensor information dynamically in the complicated farmland 

environment such as tree shading, uneven field, high weeds, etc., 

compared to the big error of 30 cm of the traditional fixed equal 

weight navigation model, which demonstrates good reliability and 

robustness of the proposed method.  The navigation data refresh 

rate is 50 times per second using small memory footprint 

consumption. 

The above three navigation information were intelligently 

fused using the credibility model to obtain an intelligent navigation 

algorithm with a time cost increment of about 78 ms and more 

computational resource consumption compared with a single sensor 

to achieve higher navigation accuracy in the complicated field 

condition. 

The proposed intelligent navigation algorithm of a plant 

phenotype detection robot based on dynamic credibility evaluation 

can judge and select reliable sensor information and ignore large 

error data dynamically to improve the reliability and navigation 

accuracy compared with the existed methods[40].  Therefore, the 

proposed intelligent navigation method based on multi-sensor 

information fusion in the paper can meet real-time high reliable 

robot navigation in the complicated agricultural field for plant 

phenotyping detection and monitoring[41], which has important 

practical application prospects. 
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